ROBESPIERRE
been very valuable. The Convention, on reassembling,
had taken some positive measures. It appointed Barras
to gather forces for its defence, and passed a decree
outlawing Robespierre, his colleagues, Hanriot, the
Commune and "all the others"—a generous term that
gave as wide a latitude as Robespierre's "traitor-
deputies".
The author cannot admit that the decree outlawing
Robespierre and the Commune had the effect historians
would have us believe it had. The decree was voted
in the early evening. It had been read by Barras from
the steps of the Tuileries to Hanriot's troopers. Yet,
in the report of Dulac—a spy for the Committee of
Public Safety—we read that at one in the morning,
when Couthon arrived at the City Hall, the Place de
Greve "was covered with men, bayonets, pikes and
cannon". Now, the men who had been with Coffinhal
to the Tuileries had heard the decree some four hours
earlier. They had, undoubtedly, communicated it to
their colleagues on the square. Are we to believe that
it did not begin to have its effect upon them until some
four to five hours after they had heard it?
It will be objected that the potency of the decree is
proved by the fact that when Fleuriot-Lescot read it
to the Council, and, wishing to arouse the indignation
of the gallery informed it that outsiders present like-
wise fell under its ban, his words produced somewhat
the same effect as the announcement of CoffinhaTs
coming upon the gallery at the Convention. But spec-
tators are not fighting men. The only effect we know
it to have produced on Hanriot's troopers was that"
they shouted: "If you are outlawed, our cannon are
not!" If the Convention had any magical formula that
could disperse armies it would have used it against the
same Hanriot when it was besieged the previous year.
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